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This is a fun game. I beat it multiple times, but I still can't figure out who the murderer is.. Good. This is the sequel of The Deed
and packs 3 scenarios instead of one. The whole deal is to get away with murder. In order to do that you will need to talk to
several characters, select the appropriate dialogue and the chose weapons and items to carry on with the, well, the deed. Found
no bugs or had any crashes. Runs fine on Win 7. Yeah, RPGMaker. Still, it's a clever way to use it. There's plenty of replay
value since you can try several weapons and frame all the characters. I must say, though, that unless you want to get all the
achievements the game is not that interesting to give it more than a few runs, after that it becomes kinda boring to do the whole
thing all over again. It also includes cards and is pretty cheap. Not a bad way to spend a few hours.. how to end this game
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